ENERGY SOLES

INCREASE YOUR EFFICIENCY!

Mobile sources of power promote
energetic and healthier life
We are permanently exposed to geopathic fault zones, electrosmog and stress, which in the
long term can lead to health problems (according to measurements & experience reports).
This insole can protect you from the stress in the environment and acts like an „energy
multiplier“. You can noticeably go through life with extra energy.
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Oscillation frequencies in the body
Effects
External circumstances such as interference zones,
electrosmog, stress etc. can affect people and bring a
negative vibration range and thereby weaken the immune system. That doesn’t only affect performance,
but also in the long run the whole organism can
suffer damage and serious illnesses.

Solution
Geonado experts have develped a complex procedure
to charge an energy chip with a permanent frequency
that has positive effects on the human body. This chip
is built into the insole. Measurements showed that the
bodies of the test persons were able to absorb this
positive frequency, boosting their energy and general
well-being.

MEASUREMENT

Measurements
prove:

The sole causes a clear energy
increase in the measured subjects and stabilises the power
reserves while reducing the
stress level. Thus, performance,
the ability of concentration and
regeneration were improved.
High energy level and high
balance of the energy fields
are also beneficial for recovery
processes.
Source: GDV measurements
(Gas Discharge Visualisation)
Dipl. Ing. Lutz Rabe

+ENDURANCE
IN SPORTS

+POWER

AT WORK

+CONCENTRATION

IN EVERYDAY LIFE

The energy sole

stabilized and energized

Further information can
be found on the Internet at
www.geonado.at/knowledge

+POWER RESERVES
IN LEISURE TIME

The patented energy Chip
(Patent AT507969B1) directly
stimulates the kidney meridian
and can help strengthen your
body‘s own energy
Informed Chip

PATENT AT507969B1

Foto

The energy chip is integrated into
the tissue of the anatomically
shaped sole with a special procedure. Fine leather surrounds the
breathable cork core and ensures
optimal hygiene
and highest walking comfort.

The energy chip is the result of the latest
biophysical findings paired with the latest
technology and years of experience!

Experiences with Geonado

Petra Nickel

Thomas Popp

Andreas Linger

HOUSE WIFE

6 TIMES CYCLISTMARATHON WORLD
CHAMPION

DOUBLE OLYMPIC WINNER

The energy soles are
ideal and really special. I
walked with them on the
first day - very good, no
tiredness in the legs. My
son‘s conclusion when
he left work on Monday
(8h standing / running):
My feet feel light, and
energetically „charged“,
super soles. Thanks for
this good product.

In my sport a high
endurance and fast regeneration is enormously
important. With the
Geonado energy insert,
I can not feel a burning
sensation or fatigue on
my feet even after a long
period of wearing them.
Also my ability to concentrate is demonstrably
higher than when I ride
without energy deposits.

As a top athlete, I always
had to deliver a top performance. The Geonado
energy sole helped me
with the daily training in
strength and condition
set-up as well as in the
competition, where
reaction and concentration sometimes decide
the victory. The effect of
this energetic support is
simply sensational.

Dr. med.
Rüdiger Dahlke
DOCTOR - AUTHOR CONFERENCE SPEAKER

I love Geonado. I wear this
energy sole whenever I
am not walking barefoot.
In addition, I am well
protected by Geonado,
because in every house
in my TamanGa health
resort a Geonado wave
was installed right from
the start.

Kathrin Fuchs
PHYSIOTHERAPIST

From a professional
point of view, I was very
interested in how the
Geonado energy soles
affect physical performance. I tested the soles
during longer hiking
and bike tours and could
notice a significantly
longer endurance as well
as performance. So I can
advise my clients for their
own positive experience
to wear the soles and be
surprised by their effect!

About Geonado
Geonado experts have decades of experience in research, measurement and analysis of
geophysical and energetic fault zones. Together with the inventor of the „original wave“
(Adolf Wiebecke) on which all scientific evidence is based, Geonado sets itself the goal of
improving the quality of life of humans and animals increasing, and protecting them from
disturbing influences. To do this, Geonado cooperates with experienced experts and renowned scientists and doctors from all over the world.

GEONADO ENERGY-WAVE
FOR YOUR LIVING AND WORKING AREA

GEONADO HARMONIZATION-HOLOGRAM
PROTECTION FROM MOBILE
INTERFERENCE FIELDS

Geonado GmbH
Amseltalweg 26
6336 Langkampfen / Austria
Phone: +43 5332 24222
office@geonado.at
www.geonado.at

MORE ENERGY. LIVE BETTER.
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